Stochastic approach is applied to study the mechanical damage accumulation occurring in an ensemble of elements located in the nodes of the supporting square lattice. The elements are treated as fibres in the framework of a Fibre Bundle Model and their strength thresholds are drawn from the Weibull probability distribution. Our example system is an array of densely packed nanopillars, which is subjected to increasing external load. After destruction of a pillar due to mechanical contact with its neighbours, the strength of the neighbours pillars increases. We study avalanches of the damaged pillars, critical loads causing system breakdown and distribution of load increments which triggers the avalanche.
Introduction
The knowledge of fracture evolution up to the global rupture and its effective description are important for the analysis of the transport processes occurring in heterogeneous media. From the theoretical point of view, the understanding of the complexity of the rupture process has advanced due to the use of lattice models. An example of great importance is the family of transfer load models, especially Fibre Bundle Models (FBM) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In a static FBM, a set of fibres is located in the nodes of the supporting lattice and the element strength thresholds are drawn from a given probability distribution. After an element has failed, its load has to be transferred to other intact elements.
Our paper is motivated by uniaxial tensile and compressive experiments on nano-and microscale materials that confirm substantial strength increase via the size reduction of the sample [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Especially studies on arrays of free-standing nanopillars subjected to uniaxial microcompression reveal the potential applicability of nanopillars as components for the fabrication of micro-and nanoelectromechanical systems, micro-actuators or optoelectronic devices [13] . The aim of this contribution is to study the failure progress in an array of densely packed nanoscale metallic pillars. The pillars are vertically oriented and subjected to applied load. To illustrate the behaviour of the system, we map the array of nanopillars onto the surface with two-valued height function which corresponds to intact and damaged pillars. 
Here, the dimensionless number ρ is the Weibull index and λ is a scale parameter (setting the scale of the thresholds), which is fixed to 1 = λ in our study. The Weibull index controls the amount of disorder in the initial pillar strengththresholds, so it is a very important parameter of the model. The Weibull distribution is widely used in materials science, because conducted experiments proved that real materials follow very closely the Weibull probability distribution functions for strength of the individual elements [9] . It is assumed in materials science that the Weibull index takes values between 2 and 10 [10] .
When load i σ applied on the pillar attains i th σ , the pillar instantaneously and irreversibly crashes. 
Loading of the system
At the beginning of the damage process all the pillars are intact. Then the system is loaded in a quasi-static way by an external force F gently growing from its initial value . 0 = F In this approach the damage process is controlled by the force . F The details of the process are as follows. External load F is increased with a small amount , δσ so as to destroy the weakest intact pillar and the increase of load stops. After this failure the load dropped by the damaged pillar has to be redistributed to other intact pillars. For the load transfer we assume an infinite range of interaction, which is represented by global load sharing rule (GLS, also called equal load sharing -ELS). The increased stresses (loads) caused by the pillar destruction are shared equally among all intact pillars, so it means that all the intact elements are subjected to equal load. The increased stress on the intact pillars may give rise to other failures, after which the load transfer from the destroyed elements may cause subsequent failures. If the load transfer does not trigger further failures there is a stable configuration and external load F has to be increased with a small amount , δσ just to provoke damage of the weakest intact pillar. By that means single failure induced by the load increment δσ can cause an entire avalanche of failures. The above described procedure has to be repeated until the whole array of pillars collapses.
The novel ingredient of the model we consider here is that after failure of one pillar, its diameter grows giving rise to physical contact with remaining intact neighbours. As a consequence, these neighbouring pillars get higher strength thresholds 
where n is the number of these neighbours of the intact pillar i x which are destroyed during th τ time step. The strength growth parameter δ is due to the friction appearing between the intact pillar and its deformed neighbour. Values of δ depend on many factors, as e.g. the surface of the pillar-pillar contacts or pillar inhomogeneities. In this paper we apply a simple statistical form of δ assuming that its range is expressed as the fraction of the mean initial strength threshold averaged over the entire system
Here, the factor η is a strengthening coefficient and In the following part of this work we will call the model without the novel ingredient a classical model of nanopillars.
Characteristics of the damage process
Our simulations were realised on 4 10 = N pillars for different values of ρ and η . In order to obtain reliable statistics we have performed at least 3 10 simulations for each values of ρ and η . We are interested in a few undermentioned quantities.
The damage process is characterised by the distribution of the size of avalanches, ∆ being the number of destroyed pillars under an equal external load. Here, the avalanche is the number of crashed pillars between one stable state two successive. Each avalanche is triggered by the load increment .
δσ Both the avalanche size ∆ and the load increment δσ are random variables.
Another quantity describing the damage process is the total critical load , c F which causes a complete breakdown of the system. The critical load c F triggers a catastrophic (fatal) avalanche , fa ∆ i.e. a final avalanche breaking all the remaining intact pillars and causing a macroscopic failure of the entire system, so it is the final stage of the breakdown process. 5 ). From Figure 5 it is also seen that the bigger the Weibull index, the stronger the system. This ordering is preserved for consecutive values of , η however the difference between system strength varies for each η . Figure 7 shows empirical probability distribution of catastrophic avalanche sizes for this system. As it can be noticed, the distribution is multimodal with two main different modes. It means that the catastrophic avalanche may take sizes around the two main modes: 4616 = ∆ fa (63.7% of results) and 8279 = ∆ fa (34.69% of results). There is also a small probability that the catastrophic avalanche has the size around third mode 5856 = ∆ fa (1.61% of results). In our simu- The distribution of avalanche sizes for classical model has a universal power law decay:
where the value of the exponent 2 / 5 = α is independent of the disorder distribution P [2;4;5;12] . In this work we analyse avalanche size distribution for chosen cases of systems of contacting dense nanopillars.
In Figure 10 . 6 ). For the sake of clarity the catastrophic avalanches are omitted in Figure 10 . Another example is a weakly disordered system with . 10 = ρ Comparison between avalanche size distribution for the classical system and a system with 3 . 0 = η has been shown in Figure 11 . Here catastrophic avalanches are not presented. For systems with 3 . 0 = η the frequency of non-fatal avalanches is significantly increased in comparison with the classical systems. In contrast to the classical models, in 99.97% of simulations during damage process of the system with 3 . 0 = η a long non-fatal avalanche occurs. In our simulations these avalanches have taken sizes from the interval [3181,4697] with probability distribution presented in Figure 12 . Long non-fatal avalanche is followed by series of next shorter non-fatal avalanches, including the avalanche of the order of 300 pillars (in 84% of simulations it has a length from the interval [100, 600]), before system breakdown. . Approximate values of exponent β are shown in Table 1 . 
Conclusions
In summary, we have studied damage process of quasi-statically loaded sets of dense nanopillars. These sets are characterised by strength increase of intact neighbours of destroyed pillars. Our simulations have been performed for different degrees of system disorder. We have noticed a strength increase of the whole system with a growing strengthening coefficient for the individual pillars. Damage evolution can be described by avalanches of destroyed pillars. We find that power law decay of avalanche distribution, seen in the classical models, remains, but with somewhat different exponents. With growing strengthening coefficient the number of non-fatal avalanches increases (especially for more disordered systems), therefore the size of catastrophic avalanche decreases. Changes of system strength and size of catastrophic avalanches are sensitive to the amount of system disorder. For instance, the sizes of catastrophic avalanches in systems with small disorder change abruptly around certain value of strengthening coefficient.
We showed that for some values of strengthening coefficient and weakly disordered systems the distribution of avalanche sizes is multimodal. The distribution of load increments, triggering avalanches, exhibits power law behaviour.
